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LESSON 1 

 
 
INSTRUCTIONS 
 
1) (Thought exercise) Think about your idea of a low-cost air quality monitor, and ask yourself 

the following questions: 
a) “What would it look like?” 
b) “Where would I put it?” 
c) “When and what would it measure?” 
d) “How much would I expect it to cost?” 
e) Make a sketch and write down a few words in response to each question you asked 

yourself above. Put this aside to reflect on later, and see how your expectations meet 
reality!  

 
2) Take a look at the KOALA monitor 

a) Open the file ‘KOALA flyer4_QUTlogo.pdf’ and browse over it 
b) Take a look at the image in the middle – this is the KOALA with its lid off. Under the lid, 

we can see the electronics that allow the KOALA to operate essentially automatically 
once placed. It fits into a hand. 

c) Take a look at the operational requirement specifications (boxes on left-side of table in 
bottom half of the flyer- this is how it can measure) and ask yourself the following 
questions: 
i) “Where would I place it, in terms of size (measurements)?” 
ii) “How would I access the software (Arduino) to change sampling and send time?” 
iii) “What could be some challenges with placement considering communication 

method (3G/LoraWAN)?” 
iv) “What could be some challenges with placement considering battery capacity (4V – 

can last up to 36 hours without recharge on 5 min sampling time and 
communication every 30 min)?” 

d) Take a look at the environmental sensing parameters (boxes on right-side of table in 
bottom half of the flyer - this is what it can measure) and ask yourself the following 
questions: 
i) “How small are the particles that can be sensed by this instrument?” 
ii) “Why should I know the amount of carbon monoxide around me?” 
iii) “What questions of environmental quality could I answer with this?” 
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iv) “What use is knowing the ‘in-box’ (internal instrument) temperature? 
v) “Why would I desire to have GPS fitted?” 

e) Considering everything you have now learnt: 
i) Do you think you could use something like a KOALA? 
ii) How much do you think something like a KOALA would cost to make, and is it less or 

more than you would expect to pay for it? 
 
3) Take a deeper look at the KOALA monitor 

a) Open the file ‘KOALA Brochure Sept2019.pdf’ and browse over it (noticing what 
information you’ve seen before) 

b) Think about the ‘bigger picture’ (- don’t hesitate to get in contact for ideas -) and ask 
yourself: 
i) “After reading the first page of text (“The KOALA was designed and assembled 

by…”), do I understand more about the KOALA than I did after reading the flyer (step 
2, above)?” 

ii) “Do I understand what a Data Management Centre (DMC) is, and what it’s used 
for?” 

iii) “If I was given a CSV (comma-separated value) file, would I know what to do with it 
(e.g., analysis)?” 

iv) “I have heard of 3G (cellular) communications, but do I know what LoraWAN is and 
how it could help with monitoring environmental quality (thinking about location of 
monitor deployment)?” 

v) “Are the projects numbered as examples for successful employment of KOALAs what 
I want to copy?” (N.B.: Gold Coast, Port Melbourne, etc. [Australia] – more (and 
international) projects will be given as examples later) 

c) Take a quick look at the following website: Projects (‘Establishing advanced networks for 
air quality sensing and analysis’): < https://research.qut.edu.au/ilaqh/projects/koala-
sensors/ > 
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